Dumas, Fleming, Whaley (DFW, 1998) find that the class of dekxministic volatility models (DVF), which is based on approximating a &ion in which the (local)
models (DVF), which is based on approximating a &ion in which the (local)
underlying asset volatility is a deterministic function of the underlying price, Perform poorly because this function changes significantly on a weekly basis. DFW also test an implied volatility function (TVF) model, which is found to outperfom the DVF models, but still exhibits instability. Similar results are found in Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1998).
DVF models were hoped to offer an improvement over previous techniques based on an implied volatility function (TVF) which relates option specific implied volatilities to option specific characteristics. While IVF models are adequate for interpolative pricing, these models have been considered to be limited by the undefined relationship between the risk-neutral process and the IVF. Recently, Reiner (1 999) has solved this problem for implied volatility functions defined in terms of the option exercise price and proportional moneyness.
Some of the criticism of the ad-hoc nature of IVF models is misguided, since these models do not assume that the Black-Scholes model is correct. Instead, they take the Black-Scholes pricing bction as a u s e l l tool to normalize option prices along a common scale of implied volatilities. The market pricing function is then dehed in terms of the implied volatilities. As long as the estimated implied volatility function is timeinvariant, these models are potentially attractive for option pricing and hedging.
However, a second limitation of IVF models, which was hoped to be overcome using DVF models, is the time-instability of the estimated implied volatility fimction. In common use, implementation of IVF models requires re-estimation the IVF on a daily or weekly basis to remedy the observed hctional instability. It is this practice which is ad-hoc and inconSistent, since the rVF is allowed to exhibit dynamics which are outside of the static specification. The hedge ratios which are consistent with the ad-hoc implementation of IVF models are undetermined, since the relationship between changes in the implied volaiiliity fimction and other state variables is unspecified.
Since the DVF approach has not been found to be successll, it may be u s e l l to reexamine the IVF appmach and consider generakdons which might remedy the problem of time-instability. For example, one limitation of the DVF technique -not necessarily shared by the IVF technique -is the restrictive formulation of the volatility hction, which only inmrporates the current underlying price (SJ and time (t) as state variables.
In contrast, IVF models allow implied volatilities to depend on a wide variety of possible state variables. In the existing litemture, IVF models utilize contract specific characteristics as state variables. For example, the implied volatility function is defined over option exercise prices (K) in Shimko (1993) and Bates (1995). In another common fomulation, the implied volatility function is defined over pmportiod moneyness (K / St -1). For example, this is used in Skiadopoulos, Hodges, and Clewlow (1999) in a principal components analysis of properties of the implied volatility surface. In this paper, option contracts are aggregated over maturity ranges to adjust for maturity effects. Natenberg (1 994) suggests that implied volatility function stability is improved by adjusting proportional moneyness for maturity. Tompkins (1 995) includes a M e r refinement which defines s t a n h a moneyness as the ratio of maturity-adjustedproportional-moneyness and at-the-money implied volatility (oATM,~). In this case, moneyness is measured in standard deviation units. This is a potentially promising approach, because, as noted in DFW, a central Teason for the failure of the DVF models is that they are unable to replicate the stylized fact that "New market informatin induces a shift in the level of overall market volatility h n week to week @FW, p. 2081)." An IVF model which incorporates this feature may be able to extract the useM information embedded in the cross-section of option prices, while preserving the key stochastics that drive changes in individual option implied volatilities.
To this end, the DIVF is defined so that each option's implied volatility depends on the level of the at-the-money implied volatility. This is accomplished by iderrtifjling a time-invariant function of the relative implied volatility of each option (with exercise price Ki) expressed as Grel,l,t = G,,t / GATM,t -1 in terms of the contmct specific characteristics (Equation 3 ). The at-the-money implied volatility is treated as the stochastic driving variable for N F dynamics. To incorporate empirical evidence of volatility mearrreversion and asymmebic effects of returns on volatility, the ATM implied volatility is represented as hction of lagged ATM implied volatility (GATM,~-I) and the lagged asset turn (rt-l) (Equation 4). Equation ( 5 ) defines the contract specific implied volatility in terms of the relative implied volatility and the at-the-money implied volatility.
Empirical results wing the full history of S&PSOo fhtures options indicate that a DIVF model can generate substantially improved pricing performance over static implied volatility hction models and benchmark pricmg models such as Black and Scholes
(1 973). This is strong evidence indicating that the pricing formula should include a stochastic state variable that scales the level of the implied volatility function.
